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a b s t r a c t
The R package dotCall64 provides an enhanced version of the foreign function interface (FFI) to call
compiled C, C++, and Fortran code from the software environment R. It allows users to integrate compiled
code without using complex application programming interfaces (APIs), such as the C API of R. Moreover,
dotCall64 supports long vectors having more than 231 − 1 elements and implements a mechanism to
avoid unnecessary copies of R objects. Therefore, dotCall64 facilitates making existing C, C++, and Fortran
libraries accessible for R and is particularly useful for applications involving long vectors.
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance
The open-source programming language R is a popular software
environment for statistical computing (https://www.r-project.
org/). Its interpreted character makes R a convenient front-end for
a wide range of applications. Although R provides a rich infrastruc-
ture, it can be advantageous to extend R programs with compiled
code written in C, C++ or Fortran [1]. Reasons for such an extension
are the access to new and trusted computations, the increase in
computational speed, and the object referencing capabilities [2].
R provides two types of interfaces to call compiled code [3].
First, the foreign function interface (FFI) provides the R functions .C()
and .Fortran(). This interface allows the compiled code to read and
modify atomic R vectors, which are exposed as the corresponding
C, C++ and Fortran types, respectively. Thus, no R specific adap-
tations of the compiled code are required, making it favorable for
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: florian.gerber@math.uzh.ch (F. Gerber).
embedding C, C++ and Fortran code that is not specifically designed
for R. Second, the modern interfaces to C/C++ code (MIC) feature
the R functions .Call() and .External(). They enable accessing, mod-
ifying, and returning R objects from C using the C API of R [4].
This is convenient when C code is specifically written to be used
with R. In that case, the C API serves as a glue between R and C,
providing some R functionality and control over copying R objects
on the C level. However, it requires the user to learn the C API
of R. Especially, when an R interface is built on top of existing
compiled code this constitutes an additional effort.Moreover, R has
no Fortran API, and hence, the MIC are inconvenient to embed
Fortran code into R.
On top of these interfaces, R packages exist that simplify the in-
tegration of compiled code into R. One such R package is inline [5],
which allows the user to dynamically define R functions and S4
methods with inlined compiled code. Other examples are Rcpp [6–
8] and its extensions RcppArmadillo [9,10], RcppEigen [11,12],
RcppParallel [13], and Rcpp11 [14], which greatly simplify the
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.softx.2018.06.002
2352-7110/© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Number of R packages onCRAN (https://cran.r-project.org/) using the foreign
function interface (blue) and the modern interfaces to C/C++ code (yellow) to inter-
face C, C++ or Fortran code (as of 2018-01-09). Note that from the 1′872 R packages
using .Call() 1′321 (70%) link to Rcpp. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
extension of R with C++ code. Similar to the MIC, the Rcpp package
family is designed to extend R with compiled code that is specifi-
cally written for that purpose.
In the remainder of this article, we focus on the intention to
embed compiled code into R without using an additional C or
C++ API. The natural solution for that task seems to be the FFI
and about 40% of the packages on CRAN embedding compiled C,
C++ or Fortran code use that interface (Fig. 1). An example of such
an R package is the SPArse Matrix package spam [15–17] (prior to
version 2), which is built around the Fortran library SPARSKIT [18].
Here, the R function .Fortran() from the FFI seems to be suitable.
Conversely, using the MIC is also possible but requires adding
an additional layer of C code to enable communication between
R and the compiled Fortran code. However, using the FFI is also not
satisfying, since it lacks flexibility and performance, as also stated
in its help page: ‘‘These functions [.C() and .Fortran()] can be used
to make calls to compiled C and Fortran 77 code. Later interfaces
are ‘.Call’ and ‘.External’ which are more flexible and have better
performance.’’ Two of the missing features of the FFI are:
• a mechanism to avoid unnecessary copies of R objects,
• support of long vectors.
The former is the reason for the lower performance of the FFI
compared to the MIC. Since the FFI does not allow R vectors to
be passed to compiled code by reference (without copying), it is
especially impractical for big data application. Themissing features
of the FFI motivated the development of the R package dotCall64,
which is presented in this article.
To understand the main difficulty associated with passing long
R vectors to compiled code it should be noted that R uses doubles
to index long vectors, whereas compiled code naturally uses 64-bit
integer (more details are given in Section S1 of the supplementary
material). Therefore, passing indices of long vectors from R to
compiled code involves castings (type conversions),which are fully
automated and parallelized by the proposed interface. Conversely,
one could think of using the 64-bit integer class provided by the
R package bit64 [19] to avoid castings. However, that class cannot
be used to index long R vectors, and hence, does not help to avoid
castings.
2. Software description
The R package dotCall64 [20] contains R and C source code, doc-
umentation, examples, unit tests implemented with the R package
testthat [21], and R scripts for performance measurements.
2.1. Software functionalities
Themain R function of dotCall64 is .C64(), which is an enhanced
replacement of the FFI and equally easy to use. The syntax of
Table 1
Arguments and default values of the R function .C() from the FFI and .C64() from
dotCall64. The depreciated arguments of .C() are marked with ‘‘∗ ’’.
.C() .C64()
arguments defaults arguments defaults
.NAME .NAME
SIGNATURE
... ...
INTENT NULL
NAOK FALSE NAOK FALSE
∗DUP TRUE
PACKAGE PACKAGE ‘‘’’
∗ENCODING
VERBOSE getOption(‘‘dotCall64.verbose’’)
Table 2
Supported SIGNATURE arguments of .C64() and the corresponding C, C++, Fortran,
and R data types. The column ‘‘cast’’ indicates whether casting is necessary.
SIGNATURE C, C++ type Fortran type R type cast
‘‘double’’ double double precision double no
‘‘integer’’ integer integer (kind = 4) integer no
‘‘int64’’ int64_t integer (kind = 8) double yes
.C64() resembles that of the function .C(), and both functions have
common arguments as shown in Table 1. Further details are also
given in the reference manual [20].
The required arguments of .C64() are:
.NAME The name of the compiled C, C++ function or Fortran
subroutine.
... Up to 65 R vectors to be accessed by the compiled
code.
SIGNATURE A character vector of the same length as the number
of arguments of the compiled function (also called
subroutines for Fortran). Each string specifies the
signature of one such argument. Accepted signatures
are ‘‘integer’’, ‘‘double’’, and ‘‘int64’’. The R, C, C++, and
Fortran types corresponding to these specifications
are given in Table 2.
With that, the following call to the compiled C function void
get_c(double input, int index, double output) using .C() can be re-
placed by its .C64() counterpart. Therefore, for example,
R> .C("get_c", input = as.double(1:10), index = as.integer(9),
output = double(1))
becomes
R> .C64("get_c", SIGNATURE = c("double", "integer", "double"),
input = 1:10, index = 9, output = 0)
While more detailed code examples are given later, this is
enough to highlight some features of .C64(). First, .C64() requires
the additional argument SIGNATURE specifying the argument
types of the compiled function. In return, it coerces the provided
R vectors to the specified signatures making the as.double() and
as.integer() statements unnecessary. Second, all provided argu-
ments can be long vectors. Third, if one of the arguments of the
compiled function is a 64-bit integer (int64_t in the case of C,
C++ functions, and integer (kind = 8) types for Fortran subroutines),
it is enough to set the corresponding SIGNATURE argument to
‘‘int64’’ to successfully evaluate the function. That is, .C64()does the
necessary double to 64-bit integer and 64-bit integer to double cast-
ings before and after evaluating the compiled code, respectively.
See Section S1 of the supplementarymaterial for details on the long
vector support of R, which explain why thementioned castings are
necessary.
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Additional arguments of .C64() are the following:
INTENT A character vector of the same length as the number
of arguments of the compiled function. Each string
specifies the intent of one such argument. Accepted
intents are ‘‘rw’’ (read and write), ‘‘r’’ (read), and ‘‘w’’
(write).
NAOK A logical flag specifyingwhether theR vectors passed
though ‘‘...’’ are checked for missing and infinite val-
ues.
PACKAGE A character vector of length one restricting the
search path of the compiled function to the specified
package.
VERBOSE If 0 (default), no warnings are printed. If 1 and 2,
then warnings for tuning and debugging purposes
are printed.
The argument INTENT influences the copying of R vectors and
can be seen as an enhanced version of the depreciated DUP ar-
gument of .C(). By default, all intents are set to ‘‘read and write’’
implying that the compiled code receives pointers to copies of the
R vector given to ‘‘...’’. This behavior is desirable when the compiled
function reads the correspondingRvectors andmodifies (writes to)
them. For arguments of the compiled function that are only read
and not modified, the intent can be set to ‘‘read’’. With that, the
compiled code receives pointers to the corresponding R vectors
itself. While this avoids copying, it is absolutely necessary that
the compiled code does not alter these vectors, as this corrupts
the corresponding R vectors in the current R session. Moreover,
.C64() provides an efficient way to allocate zero initialized vec-
tors, which are often used to return results of compiled functions.
To achieve that, the intent ‘‘write’’ has to be specified and the
corresponding R vectors passed to ‘‘...’’ have to be of class ‘‘vec-
tor_dc’’ (short for ‘‘zero initialized vector allocated by dotCall64’’).
R objects of that class contain information on the type and length,
which is then used by .C64() to allocate the corresponding vectors.
Thus, copying zero initialized vectors is avoided. Vectors of class
‘‘vector_dc’’ can be constructed with the R function vector_dc(),
taking the same arguments as vector() from the base R package. For
example, instead of passing the R vector vector(mode = ‘‘numeric’’,
length = 8), the following R object should be passed.
R> vector_dc(mode = "numeric", length = 8)
$mode
[1] "numeric"
$length
[1] 8
attr(,"class")
[1] "vector_dc" "list"
Note that specifying the suitable intent may reduce computa-
tion time by avoiding unnecessary copying of R vectors and by
avoiding unnecessary double to 64-bit integer and 64-bit integer to
double castings for SIGNATURE = ‘‘int64’’ type arguments. More
details on performance relevant arguments are given in Section S2
of the supplementary material and the package manual [20].
2.2. Software architecture
The function .C64() uses the function .External() from the MIC
to directly pass all provided arguments to the C function dC64().
After basic checks of the provided arguments dC64() proceeds as
schematized in Fig. 2. Note that the flowchart shows the procedure
for the case inwhich the compiled function has only one argument.
Otherwise, dC64() repeats the scheme for all arguments.
One aspect to highlight is the castings of R vectors for
SIGNATURE = ’’int64’’ arguments. For such arguments, the double to
int64_t casting is done for the intents ‘‘read and write’’ and ‘‘read’’;
see the boxes labeled with (a). In that case, duplication is not nec-
essary, as the implemented casting allocates a new vector anyway.
The back-casting from int64_t to double is only done for the intents
‘‘read and write’’ and ‘‘write’’; see the box labeled with (b).
Moreover, an argument of SIGNATURE different from ‘‘int64’’
with intent ‘‘read and write’’ is duplicated in any case; see boxes
labeled with (c). If the intent is ‘‘read’’, it is not duplicated, and
if the intent is ‘‘write’’, the argument is only duplicated when it
has a reference status different from 0. R vectors increase their
reference status when they are passed to an R function, and there-
fore, .C64() cannot rely on that mechanism. Instead, a safe way to
avoid copying a zero initialized vector is to pass an R object of class
‘‘vector_dc’’.
As casting is an expensive operation in terms of computational
time, we distribute this task to multiple threads using openMP,
if available [22,23]. Note that the number of used threads can be
controlled with the R function omp_set_num_threads() from the
package OpenMPController [24]. The package dotCall64 can also
be compiled without the openMP feature by removing the flag
$(SHLIB_OPENMP_CFLAGS) in the src/Makevars file of the source
code.
3. Illustrative example
We showcase .C64() from the R package dotCall64 by using it to
interface an example C function. A Fortran version of the example
is provided in Section S3 of the supplementary material. A direct
comparison of .C64() and .C() from the FFI shows some of the
limitations of the FFI and that it is straight forward to overcome
these with .C64(). Moreover, the similarities and differences in the
syntax becomevisible.We consider the example C functiondefined
next.
R> writeLines("
void get_c(double *input, int *index, double *output) {
output[0] = input[index[0] - 1];
}", con = "get_c.c")
get_c() takes the arguments input (double), index (integer), and
output (double) and writes the element of input at the position
specified with index to output. We compile the function on the
command line using R CMD SHLIB get_c.c. The resulting dynamic
shared object (get_c.so on our Linux platform) must be loaded into
R before the compiled function can be called. Note that, in the
following R code, the extension of the shared object is replaced
with .Platform$dynlib.ext to make the code platform independent.
R> dyn.load(paste0("get_c", .Platform$dynlib.ext))
One can use .C() from the FFI to call the C function get_c(). Note
the use of the R functions as.double() and as.integer(), which ensure
that the types of the passedRvectorsmatch the signature of get_c().
R> .C("get_c", input = as.double(1:10), index = as.integer(9),
output = double(1))$output
[1] 9
Next, we try to use the same call with a long vector x_long
passed to the argument input of get_c(). Note that the following
R code requires up to 32 GB of free memory to run.
R> x_long <- double(2^31); x_long[9] <- 9; x_long[2^31] <- -1
R> .C("get_c", input = as.double(x_long), index = as.integer(9),
output = double(1))$output
Error: long vectors (argument 1) are not supported in .C
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the involved processes when using .C64() to call a compiled function with one argument. In the pre-process phase, the provided R vector passed through
‘‘...’’ is checked and prepared according to the arguments NAOK, SIGNATURE, and INTENT. Then, the compiled function specified with the argument .NAME is called. Finally,
the vector is back-cast in the post-process phase if necessary.
As expected, .C() throws an error because it does not support
long vectors. The error can be avoided by replacing .C() with
.C64(). This allows the evaluation of the C function get_c() with
the long vector x_long. Additionally, .C64() requires the argument
SIGNATURE encoding the signatures of the arguments of get_c().
This information is used to coerce all provided R vectors to the
specified signatures. Thus, it is no longer necessary to reassure
that the types of the passed R vectors match the signature of the
compiled function.
R> install.packages("dotCall64")
R> library("dotCall64")
R> .C64("get_c", SIGNATURE = c("double", "integer", "double"),
input = x_long, index = 9, output = double(1))$output
[1] 9
In contrast to the call using .C(), the ninth element of the long
vector x_long is returned. However, the argument index of get_c()
is of type int (a 32-bit integer), and hence, elements at positions
beyond 231 − 1 cannot be extracted. To overcome this, we adapt
the definition of the C function get_c() and replace the int type in
the declaration of the argument indexwith the int64_t type, which
is defined in the C header file stdint.h.
R> writeLines("
#include <stdint.h>
void get64_c(double *input, int64_t *index, double *output) {
output[0] = input[index[0] - 1];
}", con = "get64_c.c")
We compile the function on the command line using R CMD
SHLIB get64_c.c to obtain the dynamic shared object (get64_c.so on
our platform). Because of the int64_t argument, it is not possible to
call this function with .C(). On the other hand, .C64() can interface
this functionwhen the second element of the SIGNATURE argument
is set to ‘‘int64’’.
R> dyn.load(paste0("get64_c", .Platform$dynlib.ext))
R> .C64("get64_c", SIGNATURE = c("double", "int64", "double"),
input = x_long, index = 2^31, output = double(1))$output
[1] -1
In the call above, the function .C64() casts the argument in-
dex from double (the R representation of 64-bit integers) into an
int64_t type vector before calling get64_c(), and back-casts it from
int64_t to double afterwards.
By default the INTENT argument of .C64() is set to ‘‘rw’’ for all
provided R objects. However, the C function get64_c() only reads
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(and not writes to) the arguments input and index, and only writes
to (but not reads) the argument output. To avoid unnecessary
copying of R objects we can modify the call as follows.
R> .C64("get64_c", SIGNATURE = c("double", "int64", "double"),
INTENT = c("r", "r", "w"), input = x_long, index = 2^31,
output = vector_dc("numeric", 1))$output
[1] -1
Note the usage ofnumeric_dc(), which implies that a double vec-
tor of length one is constructed by .C64(). This is computationally
more efficient in case the SIGNATURE of that argument is ‘‘int64’’.
As shown by the performance measurements in Section S2 of the
supplementary material, setting the correct INTENT reduces the
time to pass large objects to compiled code significantly.
4. Conclusion and impact
About 3′200 R packages on CRAN interface compiled code and
about 1′300 (40%) thereof use the FFI provided by R (as of 2018-01-
09, see also Fig. 1). Using the FFI has onemajor advantage compared
to more recent interfaces like the MIC and the R package Rcpp: It
does not require the user to adapt the compiled code in an R spe-
cific way. This is convenient as it essentially reduces interfacing
compiled code to calls of an R function. Thus, the FFI is well-suited
to build high-level R environments on top of existing C, C++, and
Fortran libraries. However, the FFI has severe limitations, which
motivated the development of the proposed interface available
in the R package dotCall64. dotCall64 enhances the FFI with the
following innovations:
(A) the additional argument SIGNATURE ensures that the inter-
faced R objects are of the specified types
(B) options to avoid unnecessary copies of R objects
(C) support of long vectors
(D) casting mechanisms accounting for the R specific way of
indexing long vectors
(E) parallel execution of time-consuming castings
The innovation (A) helps to avoid run-time errors and makes
dotCall64 an interesting alternative for all current users of the
FFI. However, the main benefits of using dotCall64 arise when
dealingwith large objects,which become increasingly important in
data analysis. In that setting innovation (B) helps to avoid copying
R objects that are read and not modified by the compiled code.
This leads to considerable speed andmemory gains as shown in the
performance study presented in Section S2 of the supplementary
material. Moreover, dotCall64 not only supports long vectors (C),
but also provides automated double to 64-bit integer castings (D)
parallelized with openMP (E). This facilitates using long R vectors
jointly with compiled code; see Section S4 of the supplementary
material for strategies to extend R packages with long vectors sup-
port. One prominent example where dotCall64 is used to extend
an R package with long vector support is the sparse matrix algebra
R package spam, which can now handle sparsematrices withmore
the 231 − 1 non-zero elements [25].
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